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PREFACE 

CVA Pushkin State Museum of Fine Arts, fasc. 8 is devoted to East Greek painted pottery. Dr. 
Natalia Sidorova began to work on this volume at the end of the 1990s, but due to her untimely 
death in 2001 she was unable to complete it. 

East Greek painted pottery had always been a subject of special interest for Dr. Natalia Sidor-
ova. From the 1960s through to the 1990s she regularly published articles devoted to specific 
vases and also to groups of vases and fragments found by archaeological expeditions of the 
Pushkin Museum during excavations in Panticapaeum, Phanagoria and Hermonassa. She stud-
ied materials from museums in Russia (The State Hermitage, St. Petersburg) and the Ukraine 
(Kiev, Odessa) and maintained close contacts with colleagues in her field, in particular with Dr. 
Ludmila Kopeikina. Towards the end of her career N.A. Sidorova was engaged in extensive 
historiographic research, constituting a comprehensive study of East Greek pottery (which was 
never finished). 

While working on the volume of the CVA devoted to painted pottery from the East Greek 
centres, Dr. Natalia Sidorova turned once more to her early publications and on many occa-
sions she supplemented or narrowed down her original attributions. In addition she wrote an 
introductory article especially for this CVA volume about the finds of East Greek pottery in 
Panticapaeum and the importance of this material for the study of the history of the North 
Pontic region. 

When this manuscript was being prepared for publication, wherever possible Dr. N.A. Sidor-
ova's text was preserved and also her dating and attributions. The few additions which were 
made are to be found in square brackets. 

For my part I should like to thank all those who have assisted me in my work on this volume, 
in particular Yulia Ilyina (The State Hermitage), who took it upon herself to read through the 
manuscript. Sergei Shevchenko took all the photographs and Katharine Judelson translated the 
text into English. Professor Brian Sparkes provided invaluable consultations on some of the 
more difficult points. 

As a fellow of an Andrew W. Mellon Fellowship I was able to work in the Greek and Roman 
Department, the Metropolitan Museum of Art, in the autumn of 2004 and I should like to 
express my particular gratitude to Dr. Carlos Picon, Head of that Department, and to Dr. Joan 
Mertens for their continued support and assistance in my studies.

Dr. OLGA ThGUSHEVA 

March 2009



INTRODUCTION 

This new volume - CVA Russia GMII fasc. 8 - is devoted to pottery of the Archaic period 
manufactured in various centres of East Greece - both in Asia Minor and on Aegean islands. 
A specific feature of this volume, which distinguishes it from the others in the series from our 
Museum, is that it includes chiefly the material from archaeological excavations, which the Mu-
seum has been carrying Out over many decades in the ancient cities of the North Pontic region, 
first and foremost in the Bosporan capital, Panticapaeum (mod. Kerch) and also in Phanagoria 
and Hermonassa (on the Taman Peninsula). This explains why the vast majority of the material 
published here consists of fragments, sometimes fairly large ones but for the most part small 
ones of a variety of vessels which are typical finds from the urban strata of ancient settlements. 
The bulk of the material presented comes from excavations at Panticapaeum, since in Phanago-
na and at Hermonassa - with a few exceptions - hardly any interesting specimens of East Greek 
vase-painting have been found. These finds have been already published in archaeological re-
ports and in separate articles. Now they are collected together in a single volume. 

The specimens of East Greek pottery found during these archaeological excavations are of 
considerable interest for a variety of reasons. It is the material, which has been well dated and 
for the most part precisely localized. That is extremely important for determining the time 
when Panticapaeum and other Bosporan centres came into being and tracing the history of 
their first few decades. It is also important for determining their trading and political ties with 
the Greek metropolis. These finds are no less significant in themselves, since many of them are 
extremely interesting and some, quite really are unique specimens of Archaic pottery from East 
Greece. That is why these fragments in a number of cases add considerably to our understand-
ing of the development of this important field in applied art that existed in the Classical world. 
This is why we regard it as essential to provide a short description of the material assembled in 
this volume of the CVA as a preface to the publication together with some preliminary conclu-
sions, which our study of it has enabled us to draw. 

The earliest of the fragments found in Panticapaeum belong to the extensive group of the 
Wild Goat style pottery, which flourished in East Ionia in the second half of the VIIth and the 
first half of the VI" c. B.C. Two fragments of vases of the dinos or krater type (in M-1, pl. 2, 1 
and M-52 VM XIV/14 n. 364 - pl. 8, 4) belong to the London Dinos Group. On each of these 
small painted fragments part of a figure of a wild goat has survived and also filling ornament 
typical for the London Dinos Group - a cross with angles filled with chevrons on the first frag-
ment and a circle framed with T-shaped signs on the second. 

The Wild Goat style was also predominant in the early pottery of the Chian school of vase-
painting, which can be easily identified amidst all North Ionian pottery thanks to the unusual 
technique and features of its painting and also to the favoured vase shape - the chalice. A large 
fragment with the running dog on which part of this figure has survived (i. M-725, pl. 5, 1-2) 
is from a chalice of an early type, similar to the well-known Wflrzburg chalices: the typical guil-
loches pattern with a small rhombus in the central row is beneath the frieze with depictions of 
animals. 

Two fragments from the London Dinos Group and a fragment from a Chian chalice are so 
far the only specimens of pottery found in Panticapaeurn, which can most probably be dated to 
the very end of the VIIth c. B.C. The rest of the finds should be dated to a slightly later period.
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The fragments of the so-called Mixed Technique style (COOK-DUPON, 1998, 52, note 44) are 
dated by the end of the VIP' and beginning of the VIth c. B.C. This style was widespread in 
North Ionian vase-painting at this period. A number of fragments from Panticapaeum - includ-
ing those with the head of a lion (in M-481, pl. 2, 4), with part of the figure of a goat with a 
large rosette (inv. M-234, pl. 3, 1) and with part of the figure of a sphinx (inv. M-480, pl. 3, 2) 
- belong to the fairly large group of dinoi and kraters of the Mixed Technique style. 

In addition to the group of dinoi, there also existed vases of other shapes in North Ionian 
vase-painting, where the Mixed Technique style was also used, or only the black-figure style. A 
small oinochoe (in M-485, pl. 4, 1-3) can be regarded as a singular variant of the latter. The 
oinochoe is interesting thanks to its unusual decoration worked purely in silhouette, without 
incisions. The frieze decorating the shoulder of this vessel is divided up into metopes by groups 
of elongated tongues - a fairly traditional device; we also find flowers typical for such vases - 
trefoils in the side metopes near the handles, but what is totally unfamiliar is the in-fill of the 
three central metopes. Trade amphorae are found here - a motif for which there are no parallels 
among the items of East Greek pottery known to us. The fact that this unusual vase was found 
in one of the early houses in Panticapaeum, the so-called "House of the Emporium" rendered 
it particularly important. As regards the style of painting and the technique used this vase is 
also an extremely rare specimen of this pottery. It should be assigned a date no earlier than the 
beginning of the second quarter of the VI,h c. B.C. 

In addition to the vases with painting in the black-figure style, vessels in the old reserved 
technique continued to be found in North Ionian vase-painting of the first half of the VI th C. 

There are amphorae with depictions of animals - mostly wild goats - arranged in panels on 
the upper half of vases. It is customary to divide these amphorae into two groups or classes 
(the Levitsky class and that of the Tocra 580 - ALEXANDRESCU, in "Les céramiques", 52-61), in 
Panticapaeum examples of the second class are represented. These are fragments in M-2 (pl. 
3, 7) and M-75 "V" VI/13 n. 675 (pl. 3, 6), on which parts of typical small figures of goats have 
survived, which are running and have fallen forward on to their forelegs and have their heads 
turned back. Vases of this kind date from the second quarter of the VIth c. B.C. 

When concluding this short review of the most interesting fragments from vases in the Wild 
Goat style found in Panticapaeum, it should be stressed that they are all examples of North 
Ionian vase-painting. In Panticapaeum so far no examples of South Ionian Wild Goat style have 
been found compared to the large numbers found, for example, on Berezan. It should, how-
ever, be pointed out that it is not always possible to determine precisely where the numerous 
plates and dishes found in large numbers in Panticapaeum came from. In this collection we find 
only later examples dating already from the VIth c. B.C. - modest variants of these particular 
vases. As a rule they are decorated with one or two decorative friezes along the rim or on the 
body, with an almost obligatory multi-petalled rosette or a cross of lotuses and palmettes in 
the floor centre. Small plates and dishes of this kind were widespread throughout the whole of 
East Greece and they existed not merely in the first but also, probably, in the second half of the 
VIth c. B.C. These small vases - similar in shape and only slightly different with regard to their 
painted decoration - were, without doubt, manufactured in all centres of pottery production of 
any size in North and South Ionia. It is not always possible to specify the place of production 
far from that. To judge from a number of features (division of a frieze into metopes by groups 
of elongated tongues with rounded tips facing towards the centre; the nature of the clay and 
so on), most of the fragments of plates and small dishes from Panticpaeum stem from North 
Ionian centres of pottery production, which have so far not been specified. 

From among all the schools and workshops manufacturing North Ionian pottery, what is 
possible to identify confidently, as pointed out earlier, is the Chian school, which continued to 
develop intensively in the first half of the VIth c. B.C., although, even in that school, alongside 
the traditional reserved technique, exists black-figure technique. Chian pottery of that period 
is well represented by finds from Panticapaeum and we have some examples of various groups
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belonging to that school. The most interesting fragment of a large chalice (in M-1371, pl. 5, 
3-4) bore a depiction of running dogs - a motif rarely encountered. As regards shape and type 
of decoration it belongs to a group of large chalices dating from the early VIth c. B.C. They are 
decorated using the reserved technique, but unlike the other vessels of the group this chalice 
has no filling decoration, which clearly testifies to its later date. 

This review of pottery specimens from Panticapaeum dating from the first half of the VIIth 
c. B.C. makes it possible to draw some interesting conclusions which are important for the 
history of this centre. Despite the fact that Classical writers name Miletus as the metropolis of 
the Bosporus, in Panticapaeum there is virtually a total absence of Milesian and South Ionian 
pottery in general of the Wild Goat style dating from the second half of the VIIth c. B.C. - its 
heyday - and the first half of the VT'1 c. B.C. - the period of its decline. All the fragments of this 
period found in Panticapaeum represent various groups of North Ionian vase-painting. This 
is what sets the Panticapaeum finds apart from the material discovered on Berezan, where an 
abundance of specimens of pottery in the Wild Goat Style of the second half of the VIIth c. 
B.C. of South Ionian origin has been found (KOPEIKINA, 1982, 6-15). This fact would appear 
to indicate a later date for the settlement at the site of the future capital of the Bosporus - ac-
cording to data gleaned from the pottery finds it should be assigned a date no earlier than the 
end of the VIIth or beginning of the VT 0 c. B.C. This conclusion cannot of course be regarded 
as final - further investigations at Panticapaeum may well produce new material, which might 
change the picture. 

It is revealing to note that not only in Panticapaeum, but also on the island of Berezan and in 
other centres of the North Pontic region - and not only those - there was a considerable reduc-
tion or even total disappearance of South Ionian - in particular Milesian pottery, while in the 
settlements, which had come into being in the second half of the VIIth c. BC., this pottery was 
represented on a quite plentiful scale. A most convincing suggestion has been made to the ef -
fect that this gap in the spread of pottery items from Miletus could be explained with reference 
to certain events of its history, which took place during the period under discussion and could 
have led to a temporary decline in its craftsmanship and trading activities (SCHAUS, in BSA 81, 
1986, 291-292). 

On the first half of the VIth c. B.C. items from various groups of North Ionian vase-painting 
predominate among the pottery material found during the Panticapaeum excavations and at 
other centres of the Bosporan kingdom. However, from the middle (or end of the second quar-
ter) of the century the picture changes abruptly: a major proportion of this material consists of 
fragments from Fikellura style vases, which appear at this time. These fragments are to be found 
throughout the whole of the third quarter of the century. This new type of painted pottery, 
which was genetically, without doubt, linked with the vases of the Wild Goat style, was charac-
teristic - as has been established by scholars in recent years - for South Ionia exclusively and 
Miletus is regarded as its main, if not only centre of production (COOK, DUPONT, 1998, 88-89). 

The abundance of both vases and fragments in the Fikellura style, which has been found in 
the North Pontic region, most of all in the Bosporus, testifies to the renewal of active links be-
tween that territory and the Ionian metropolis. 

From among the fragments of vases in the Fikellura style which have been found in Panti-
capaeum one should be singled out which bears a depiction of a komast standing near a dinos 
and stretching out his hand towards it (inv. M-996, p1. 11, 3). Despite certain inaccuracies in 
the drawing (the hand appears chopped off, as it were), there are direct parallels for this figure 
to be found in the work of the leading vase-painter of the Fikellura style, the Altenburg Painter, 
particularly with regard to the figures of komasts on the name vase. Our fragment would ap- 
pear to have belonged to a vase decorated by that painter. A small fragment with a depiction 
of a running dog (inv. M-228, pl. 11, 1) and also some fragments of a vase with figures of dogs 
and goats in a shoulder frieze (inv. M-1120, pl. 16) should also be dated to the same period - 
around the middle of the century or the very beginning of the third quarter. The last fragments
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referred to above are of interest because they belonged to a small vessel of an olpe or oinochoe 
type, only rarely encountered among vases of the Fikellura style. Its body was decorated with 
overlapping stars and a stripe of crescent pattern above the foot. The combination of that kind 
of patterns with a figured frieze on the shoulder of a vase is not typical for the early period of the 
Fikellura style and there are no direct parallels for our fragments among the specimens known 
to us. Features of the workmanship in the execution of the figures of animals on these fragments 
make it possible to identify the vase to which they had belonged as numbering among the works 
of the Altenburg Painter. 

Among the other vase fragments in the Fikellura style found in Panticapaeum, attention 
should be drawn to pieces from a large amphora with painted decoration typical for the middle 
period of that style: a garland of flowers and lotus buds on the shoulder and friezes of crescent 
pattern on the body (in M-1121, pl. 13). Typical fragments of rims and handles are also widely 
represented, quite apart from the numerous wall fragments bearing decorative painting. The 
abundance of vase fragments in this style, dating from the third quarter of the VI" c. B.C. and, 
probably, of even later date, bears witness to the active trade links between the Bosporus and 
South Ionia at that time. 

The trade links between Panticapaeum and the whole of the Bosporus with North Ionian 
centres were no less active and perhaps even more active, as it is demonstrated by finds of a 
large number of vases and pottery fragments of the Clazomenian and Clazomenian Related pot-
tery. Some of these finds are particularly interesting in that they make it possible to shed new 
light on questions connected with the emergence and development of this particular pottery. 

A group of fragments from Panticapaeum, for example, belonging to a large vase (in M-229, 
pl. 17), makes it possible to touch upon the as yet unresolved question of the origin of specifically 
Clazomenian pottery, which appeared around the middle of the VIth c. B.C. as if, all of a sudden, 
already in a well-developed form. Most scholars acknowledge a genetic link between Clazome-
nian vases and the Chian school of earlier date, but it has not yet been possible finally to resolve 
this question because of a lack of any intermediary material (COOK, in BSA 47, 1952, 127). 

Fragments of above mentioned dinos or a krater have been preliminarily defined as being 
of Chian origin on the basis of the technique - for working the clay and applying a coating. A 
number of fragments from the rim and shoulder of a vessel have survived. The closest parallel 
for these is provided by a splendid krater bearing a depiction of women and a galloping horse 
found on Berezan (KOPEIKINA, 1986, 35, pl. V, 11 a,b). The shape of the vessel coincides and 
the technique used - finely mixed clay, the thick pale coating and the character and motifs of 
the painted decoration (particularly revealing is the almost complete match regarding the draw-
ing of the palmettes and the lotus buds on the shoulder). It would appear that both on the Be-
rezan krater and the vase from Panticapaeum the procession of six women had been depicted. 
The technique used for both vases - from Berezan and Panticapaeum - is virtually identical to 
that found in Chian pottery, but the motif of the procession of women and the way they have 
been drawn - undoubtely a motif of a ritual nature - are the direct parallels that can to be found 
in Clazomenian pottery. Dr. Ludmila Kopeikina put forward an interesting suggestion to the ef-
fect that the vase from Berezan dating from the second quarter of the VI" c. B.C. (nearer to the 
middle) could be regarded as an intermediary stage in the formation of Clazonienian pottery, 
linking it with Chian vase-painting (KOPEIKINA, 1986, 35). Without rejecting completely this 
beguiling proposition, all I would do is to observe that the high quality of its execution and the 
complexity and unusual nature of the painting which distinguish the krater from Berezan and 
have also been noted on similar fragments from Panticapaeum and on certain fragments found 
during excavations on the Berezan would rather oblige us to regard this group as a special off -
shoot of North Ionian vase-painting, closely related to the Chian and Clazomenian schools. It 
may be a production from a single workshop as not yet localised, which not only is of a quality 
no lower than that of the other two schools named above, but which perhaps even surpasses 
them as regards quality of execution.
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If we now turn to an examination of actual Clazomenian pottery originating from the 
Bosporus, we should focus attention first and foremost on a splendid hydria with a depiction of 
cocks (inv. II lb 1364, pl. 20, 1-3). It is the only known complete specimen of a Clazomenian 
vase of this shape and it heads the Urla Group - one of the three groups of Clazomenian vase-
painting, identified by R.M. Cook. It had been found by chance in the 1920s on the Taman 
Peninsula and, together with numerous specimens of pottery from the Clazomenian circle origi-
nating from Panticapaeum and other centres in the Bosporus provides incontrovertible proof 
of the active links between that area in the North Pontic region and North Ionia in the third 
quarter of the VI" c. B.C. 

It is evident that a body fragment of an amphora or hydria bearing the figure of a panther, 
which has fallen forward on to its forepaws and with its head en face (inv. M- 1430, pl. 25, 1-4) 
- typical for the depictions of this beast of prey - should be linked with the Urla Group. The 
fragment could belong to a vessel with painted decoration divided up into metopes on the basis 
of the parallel with the hydria with cocks, although there are no exact parallels for the figure of 
the panther. 

Fragments from a large amphora (inv. M-1003, pl. 18), bearing the depiction of a procession 
of women holding branches in the panel on one side of the vase and one of women (maenads) 
and a silenus on the other, probably also belong to the Urla Group. The figures, wearing gar-
ments profusely decorated with rosettes consisting of white dots and with stripes of such dots, 
are typical for this type of Clazomenian vase; admittedly, branches with white dots between 
their leaves are not found - branches of this kind appear on some vases, but not those which 
are automatically included in the Clazomenian Urla Group, but which R.M. Cook assigns to the 
so-called Enmann Class, very close to Clazomenian pottery. Therefore the well-known doubts 
have been raised with regard to the attribution of these fragments from Panticapaeum and have 
not yet been put to rest. The same can be said with regard to fragments of another amphora 
bearing the depiction of horsemen, whose bodies have been painted white (in M-1002, pl. 17, 
6-7). There are no grounds for regarding them as Amazon-horsewomen, for in Clazomenian 
pottery youths were also depicted in added white. The careless nature of the way in which this 
painting had been executed and also the rendering of the horses' heads with "tousled" manes 
reminiscent of similar horses' heads on vases of the so-called Knipovitch Class obliges us to 
question whether the fragments with horsemen belong to the Urla Group. 

The Knipovitch Class singled Out by R. M.Cook as one consisting of vases close to those of 
the actual Clazomenian, but not part of it, is represented among Panticapaeum finds by several 
amphora fragments with the parts of a depiction - typical for the Knipovitch Class - of a pro-
tome of a winged horse soaring aloft (M-72 NE 126/6 n. 18, p1. 21,7; M-76 chance find n. 479, 

p1. 21, 6). 
A distinction - in the kind of clay and in the execution of the painted decoration - is to be 

observed in vases decorated with the scale pattern popular in the Clazomenian Related pottery. 
A significant number of fragments with such decoration has been found in Panticapaeum. A 
large proportion of them - with accurately depicted scales with a white dot with a black centre 
or small scales with white and black dots arranged in alternate rows (M-57 NE XXX/17 n. 
2742, p1. 22, 2; M-67 112/pit, n. 173, pl. 22, 3 and so on) - are typical for Clazomenian pottery 
because of their clay and their painted decoration. The fragment of a small amphora with an 
ovoid body similar in shape to the amphorae of the Knipovitch Class (M-69 126/26-27 archaic 
house n. 514, pl. 22, 1), is decorated with scales with white dots and is made of layered clay full 
of mica, clearly belongs to a group of vases different from the actual Clazomenian ones. 

Perhaps the most interesting and enigmatic groups of the Clazomenian circle are the so-
called Northampton amphorae and the Campana dinoi. So far scholars who have been studying 
this pottery have not yet come to a unanimous decision as to where they were manufactured: 
was their place of origin North East Ionia, as would seem to be indicated by their close links 
with Clazomenian pottery, or Central Italy, where, in the opinion of a number of scholars, the
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craftsmen who made those vases, emigrated in approximately the middle of the Vlsh c. B.C. 
after leaving Asia Minor'. This means that the vases and fragments found in the North Pontic 
region in the Bosporus and in Panticapaeum, in particular, are of special interest. 

In Panticapaeum two small fragments (M-70 114/11 A n. 144; M-73 Ts 111/13 n. 526, pl. 27, 
1-2) were found decorated with a pattern of palmettes and spiral scrolls, similar to the patterns 
decorating three Northampton amphorae - a vase from the former Northampton collection (CVA 
Castle Ashby 1, pls. 1,1; 3), a vase in Munich (inv. 586 - CVA München 6, Taf. 299-300) and a vase 
in Wflrzburg (inv. 131 - LANGLOTZ, Wurzburg, Taf. 16). On the first vase this pattern has been 
placed in the centre of the shoulder frieze and on the other two on the neck. These three ampho-
rae are regarded as the work of one vase-painter - the Northampton Painter. As regards the fine 
execution of the pattern and the drawing, the two fragments from Panticapaeum are similar to the 
Northampton amphorae and could easily be the work of the same painter (The fourth of the so-
called Northampton amphorae, as we already know, was not the work of that particular painter). 

The most interesting of the fragments and vases associated with the Clazomenian circle, 
which have been found in Panticapaeum, is the so-called "fragment with a wine-maker" (inv. 
M-999, pl. 27, 3). On this the figure of a man has survived, who is pressing grapes in a wicker 
basket to the sound of a flute: the instrument and the hands of the man holding it can be seen 
to the 1., at the edge of the fragment. The striking similarity between the depiction of the wine-
maker and the figures of the komasts on the famous askos in the Khanenko collection in Kiev 
(0. WALDHAUEF Bin Askos aus der Sammlung Chanenko in Kiev und die Altsamische Kunst, in 
AA, 44, Heft 3/4, 1929, 235-237, Abb. 1-3) makes it imperative to regard both these works as 
belonging to a single group of pottery. Moreover, it is difficult to question the assumption that 
they were both the work of one and the same vase-painter. The Khanenko askos has long been 
associated with two Berlin vases - an amphora with a depiction of two silent, standing one on 
each side of a large amphora, and a stand with figures of komasts (CVA Berlin 4, Taf. 174, 1-3; 
Taf. 176, 1-4). In one of her articles, M. Martelli aptly associated our fragment with the wine-
maker and a fragment with the head of a silenus from Histria to the group of vases known as the 
"Khanenko Group" (M. MARTELLI, Un askos delMuseo di Tarquinia e ilproblerna dellepresenze 
nord-ioniche in Etruria, in Prospettiva, 27, ottobre, 1981, 2-14). 

An interesting question arose in connection with one of the so-called Northampton ampho-
rae, in Munich (inv. 586— CVA München 6, Taf. 299-3 00). It seems only logical to agree with M. 
Martelli when she links it to the "Khanenko Group" on the basis of the similarity between the 
execution of the heads of the sileni, Argos and the centaurs depicted on those vases and other 
details - in particular, on the Munich amphora there is a typical lotus bud. At the same time, 
some scholars consider that this Munich amphora is the work of one of the two painters of the 
Campana dinoi - the Ribbon Painter or the Painter of Louvre dinos E 736. Without claiming 
to be resolving this issue, we shall note that this comparison confirms the undeniable similarity 
between the "Khanenko Group" and the work of the painter of the Northampton amphorae 
and the Campana clinoi recognized by all scholars. It is perfectly logical to suggest that all these 
vases were made in one and the same workshop, possibly at different stages of its existence, and 
that they had not necessarily all been the work of one painter. The fact that most of the frag-
ments and vases regarded as belonging to the "Khanenko Group" were found not in Italy, but 
in the North or West Pontic region, supplies a powerful argument in favour of the assumption 
that the workshop had been in East Ionia as opposed to the assumption that the Northampton 
amphorae and the Campana dinoi were of Italian origin. 

In addition to the vase fragments published in this volume of the CVA which can be deter-
mined with a good deal of precision, there are several vases and fragments - also found in Pan-

E.Walter-Karydi supports the idea of the eastern origin of these vases: WALTER-KARYDI, in CVA MCnchen 6, 42; see also 
KuNsscsi in CVA Berlin 4, 38ff; E. SIMON, Die griechischen Vasen, Miinchen, 1976, 62. In favour of their Italian origin, see COOK, 

DuPONT, 1998, 108-111; BOARDtvtAN, 1998, 222.
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ticapaeum and other centres in the Bosporus - the attribution of which raises certain problems, 
although there is little doubt that they originated from East Ionia. An example of these is an 
amphora bearing a depiction on both sides of naked running youth (inv. M-1006, p1. 29) which 
was found in Panticapaeum. The technique used for this amphora - the clay, glaze, lack of a 
coating - lead us to link it with Clazomenian pottery, amidst which we find parallels for, among 
other things, its rather unusual shape. Yet the painted decoration on this vase - a solitary figure 
freely positioned in an free field and without the restrictions of the panel traditional for the vari-
ous groups of Clazomenian pottery - is not typical for this kind of pottery. Something similar is 
found on certain vases of the Fikellura style. The actual drawing of the youths depicted on the 
amphora would seem to favour their inclusion into the Clazomenian circle, although there are 
no direct parallels for this particular amphora. This vessel can be regarded as a specimen for 
some as yet unestablished variant from within this range. 

Nor has it as yet proved possible to define the amphora fragments bearing a depiction of two 
komasts (M-90 Ts 134-135/13 n. 137, pl. 28). As regards their technical specifications and their 
painted decoration they have to be classified as East Greek pottery of the Clazomenian circle. 
The only direct parallel is provided by an amphora with komasts in Wflrzburg (inv. 454 - LAN-

GLOTZ, Wurzburg, Taf. 131), which is very similar to our fragments and on which similar danc-
ing komasts with distinctive necklaces worked in added white to be seen on their chests. A less 
direct similarity can be observed between these two vases and Campana hydriai, in particular, 
those which were the work by the Ribbon Painter (LANGLOTZ, op. cit, 86-87). This similarity 
confirms that they belong to this range of East Ionian pottery, but which is not close enough for 
them to be included within the list of works fashioned by that particular painter. At the same 
time there is a substantial similarity to be observed between the Panticapaeum fragments and 
the Würzburg vase on the one hand and works by the Attic painter of East Greek origin, Lydos, 
on the other, and that enables us to speak of close ties existing in the middle and second half of 
the VT0 c. B.C. between vase-painters from these two regions of the Greek world. 

In this volume of the CVA we have also published a considerable number of interesting 
fragments of East Greek painted pottery, but we shall not dwell in detail on those now. Rather 
it would be appropriate to stress once more that the excavations in Panticapaeum and in the 
Bosporus as a whole have given us new and interesting material which is important in relation 
to the history of East Greek pottery.

Dr. NATALIA A. SIDoRovA, 2000
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ROSETTE BOWLS

PLATE 1 

1. FRAGMENTARY ROSETTE BOWL. M- 1314. Found in the 
Central excavation, Mt. Mithridates, Kerch (anc. Panti-
capaeum), 1972. Max. dim. 11,5 x 5,4 cm.; d. c. 12 cm. 
Rejoined from pieces, small chips along the edges and 
joins and on the surface, on the inside there are cracks and 
peeling glaze. Pale greyish-brown clay without inclusions, 
black glaze with brown tinge and with graphite sheen on 
the inside, purple. 

Near half of a bowl of semi-spherical shape with an 
even, slightly curved rim. Below a rim there is a horizon-
tal handle round in section. 

On the outside along the rim there is a narrow line of 
glaze and lower down a narrow reserved frieze, in the 
centre of which there is a large blobby rosette of seven 
dots. Below there are two stripes of glaze - one wide and 
the other narrow. The lower part of the bowl is decorated 
with rays drawn in silhouette, worked in wide stripes of 
glaze at an angle to each other so that the ends of the 
rays join alternately at the top, and then at the bottom. 
Under the rays there is another horizontal band of glaze, 
of which a small section has survived. 

On the inside the bowl is glazed, a narrow stripe of 
purple is applied along the rim and two wide ones around 
the central part of the vessel. 

East Ionia, beginning of the VIth c. B.C. 
Usual dotted rosettes in the centre of a frieze are accom-

panied with groups of vertical strokes or rays flanking the 
handles, but some specimens without such rays are also 
encountered, for example, on a fragmentary bowl from 
Histria (inv. V 19010 - Hzstria IV, pl. 21, n. 211), which 
P. Alexandrescu dates to the beginning of the VIth c. B.C. 

Silhouetted rays on the Moscow bowl also indicate the 
early date - rays of this kind are typical for Birds bowls 
dating from as early as the end of the VIIth c. B.C., for in-
stance, bowls in Berlin (Inv. 3976; F 293 - CVA Berlin 4, 
Taf. 155, 1-2); they are also to be found on later variants, 
for example, on a bowl from Tocra (Tocra I, n. 733, pl. 
38), but on Rosette bowls rays are usually absent (cups 
from Tocra - Tocra I, pl. 38, nos. 734-736, 740, 742). 

BibL: SIDOROVA, in SGMIIX, 1992,141-142, fig. 5, r.

2. FRAGMENT OF A ROSETTE BOWL. M-74 "V" Il-Ill 
western/12, n. 529. Found in the Eastern excavation, 
Mt. Mithridates, Kerch (anc. Panticapaeum), 1974. Max. 
dim. 8,6 x 6,3 cm. Chips along the edges, surface wear 
on the outside, encrusted on the inside. Grey-brown clay, 
dark-brown glaze, pale-brown in places, purple. 

Rim and wall fragment of a Rosette bowl. 
On the outside on the rim there is a narrow line of 

glaze and then quite a wide reserved frieze with a blobby 
rosette of seven dots, which partly has survived. Under-
neath this frieze there is a wide horizontal stripe of glaze. 

On the inside it is glazed, with bands of purple - one 
along the rim and two round the central part of the floor. 

East Ionia, first half of the VIth c. B.C. 
For parallels see previous number. 

Bibl,: SIDOItOvA, in SGMIIX, 1992,141-142, fig. Sa. 

3. FRAGMENT OF A ROSETTE BOWL. M-498. Found in 
the Upper Mithridates excavation, Mt. Mithridates, 
Kerch (anc. Panticapaeum), 1952. Max. dim. 3,2 x 3,1 
cm. Minor chips along the edges, slight wear. Greyish-
brown clay, brownish-black glaze, purple. 

Rim fragment of a Rosette bowl. 
On the outside along the rim there is a reserved frieze 

edged by stripes of glaze (narrow at the top and wide at the 
bottom). In the frieze there is a blobby rosette of seven dots. 

On the inside is glazed, along the rim there is a stripe 
of purple. 

East Ionia, first half of the VIth c. B.C. 
For parallels see previous numbers. 

Bibi.: SIDOROVA, in MIA 103, 1962, 114 (note 148), fig. 5, 1. 

4. FRAGMENT OF A BOWL. M-72 Ts n. 51. Found in the 
Central excavation, Mt. Mithridates, Kerch (anc. Panti-
capaeum), 1972. Max. dim. 7 x 4 cm. Chips along the 
edges, slight wear. Pale brownish-grey clay, brown-black 
glaze, purple. 

Wall fragment of a bowl semi-spherical in shape. 
On the outside at the bottom a band of glaze has sur-

vived (over the foot), the upper part is darker, almost 
black and the lower one is paler. Above this band there 
are silhouetted rays worked in wide stripes of glaze at an 
angle to each other, so that the ends of the rays join alter-
nately at the top, then at the bottom.
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On the inside it is glazed, with a stripe of purple. 
East Ionia, first half of the VIth c. B.C. 
Pattern of this kind - rays in silhouette above the foot 

- is widespread on Birds bowls and Rosette bowls, to one 
of which our fragment would appear to have belonged. 
For parallels see previous numbers. 

Bibi.: SIDOROVA, in SGMII X, 1992, fig. 56. 

WILD GOAT STYLE

PLATE 2 

1. FRAGMENT OF A DINOS (?). M-1. Found in the "Old 
Museum" excavation, Mt. Mithridates, Kerch (anc. Pan-
ticapaeum), 1945. Max. dim. 5,3 x 4,9 cm. Substantial 
chips along the edges, slight peeling of the glaze, surface 
wear (perhaps through burning?). Greyish-brown clay 
with a small amount of very small mica crystals, pale and 
quite thick greyish slip, dark-brown glaze. 

Wall fragment of a large open vessel (dines ?). 
On the outside part of the painted frieze has survived: 

the hind-leg of a goat moving r., and, to the 1., filling or-
nament in the form of a diagonal cross with angles filled 
with chevrons. To the r. of the goat's leg there is similar 
ornament judging from the traces of the painting. To the 
1. of the leg there is a short zigzag line in the form of the 
letter "M". At the bottom there is a wide stripe of glaze 
marking the edge of the frieze. 

The inside is covered with reddish-brown glaze. 
North Ionia, London Dinos Group. 
End of the VIIth c. B.C. 
For parallel see dinos in Izmir (inv. 5018 - CO0K-Du-

PON, 1988, fig. 8, 23). 

Bibi.: TSVETAEVA, in MIA 56, 1957, 186, fig. 2A, 2; SIDOROvA, in MIA 103, 
1962,107-108, fig. 1, 1. 

2. FRAGMENT OF A DINOS (?). M-475. Found in the 
Upper Mithridates excavation, Mt. Mithridates, Kerch 
(anc. Panticapaeum), 1952. Max. dim. 3,7 x 3,5 cm. 
Chips along the edges, insignificant scratches and wear. 
Pinkish-brown clay without inclusions, greyish-white 
slip, brown glaze ranging from a slightly orange brown to 
bright orange, purple. 

Wall fragment of a large vessel (dinos ?). 
On the outside part of the figure of an animal (goat or 

fallow deer) moving r. has survived: part of the trunk, 
belly depicted in outline and with a horizontal row of

dots and the upper part of a hind leg. Under the belly 
part of the filling ornament has survived in the form of a 
circle framed by T-shape signs. Next to it there is a short 
zigzag line in the form of the letter "M". 

On the inside the fragment is glazed. 
North Ionia, London Dinos Group. 
End of the VIIth c. B.C. 
Stylistically both fragments (this and the preceding 

one) are similar and their closest parallels are provided 
by a group of dinoi, which includes a dinos in the British 
Museum (PRICE, in JHS 44, 1924, 199, fig. 22) and also 
by the dines fragment from Berezan (KAPOSHINA, in MIA 

50, 1956, 222, fig. 1). Particularly revealing is the similar-
ity as regards to the filling ornaments: crosses with angles 
filled with chevrones and a circle framed by a stripe of 
T-shaped signs. Parallels for the filling ornament in the 
form of zigzag lines reminiscent of the letter "M" are also 
to be found in this group, for example, on a fragment 
with a depiction of a dog from Naukratis (PRICE, in JHS 

44, 1924, 193, fig. 21). Even the positioning of the orma-
ment - a cross by the hind legs of the animal and a circle 
by the front legs matches the overall arrangement used 
by the London Dinos Group (KINcH, 1914, 192, fig. 73). 
The fragments from Panticapaeurn - to judge from the 
curve of the walls - were pieces of a main frieze arranged 
in the central part of the body. 

Bibi.: SIDOROVA, in MIA 103, 1962, 107-108, fig. 1, 2. 

3. FRAGMENT OF A DINOS OR KRATER M-1398. Found 
in the Upper Mithridates excavation, Mt. Mithridates, 
Kerch (anc. Panticapaeum), 1978. Max. dim. 10,9 x 7,3 
cm. Chips along the edges, encrusted lime on the sur-
face soiled with splashes of added white. Greyish brown 
clay without inclusions, greyish-white slip, black-brown 
glaze, paler in thin layer, purple. 

Shoulder fragment of a large vessel of a dinos or krater 
type with a curved body and a cylindrical neck separated 
from the body by a ridge (a small part of the neck has 
survived). 

On the outside the neck with the ridge is glazed. At the 
base of the neck, on the shoulder, there are rather care-
lessly executed tongues. From the figured frieze on the 
shoulder the small part of two figures have survived: to 
the 1. the long horn with a bent over end and part of the 
ear of a goat, which is depicted moving r. and with its head 
turned back; to the r. is part of a lion's head facing 1. with 
its jaws open and its ear turned back. The mane is depict-
ed using vertical incised lines along the back of the neck 
and a patch of purple on the side of the neck; details of the 
drawing of the lion's muzzle, ear and round eye are also 
incised like the horizontal stripes on the horn of the goat.
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On the inside there is no glaze. 
North Ionia. 
First third of the VIA c. B.C. 
This fragment is of a Ionian vessel using the mixed 

technique of the first half of the VIth c. B.C. (Samos VI, I, 
4ff, 33ff, 77ff). Most part of these vessels - dinoi, kra-
teres, oinochoai and bowls - are decorated with friezes; 
the upper frieze - with animals worked in black-figure 
and lower ones with traditional figures of running goats 
or fallow deer worked in the old technique of reserved 
lines. The fragment from Panticapaeum belonged either 
to a large dinos with a vertical neck covered with glaze 
(cf. for example, fragment of the neck and shoulder of a 
dinos with round handles in Boston - FAIRBANKS, 1928, 
n. 324,5, pl. 35; fragment of oinochoe or neck-amphora 
in Oxford - inv. G 119 - CVA Oxford 2, pl. IV, n. 29) 
or a krater in Boston (FAIRBANKS, 1928, n. 317, pl. 33). 
The head of the lion with its neck painted with purple 
closely resembles similar depictions on many vases of the 
mixed technique, for example, on the krater fragment 
from Naukratis (PRICE, in JHS 44, 1924, 195-196, fig. 
124). The depiction of a goat with its head turned back is 
typical for Ionian pottery of the late period. 

Two other features of the Panticapaeum fragment 
should be noted: first, the absence of filling ornaments: 
usually, in imitation of Corinthian vase-painting, the 
background between the figures of animals was thickly 
covered with smudge-shaped rosettes. Fragments with-
out filling ornaments are seldom encountered (there is 
no filling ornaments on a krater fragment with a panther 
- KOPEIKINA, in VDI 1, 1970, 99, fig. 4 left). The sec-
ond feature is the unusual composition. As a rule, when 
adopting the technique, the East-Ionian painters also re-
peat the traditional Corinthian groups - a beast of prey 
attacking a goat or deer. On our fragment, the pose of the 
goat with its head turned back creates a composition of 
the three-part heraldic scheme with a goat in the centre 
and two lions arranged symmetrically one on each side of 
it. The parallel for this uncommon variant is the compo-
sition on a bowl from Naukratis in the British Museum, 
on which a patchy deer is depicted (GARDNER E.A., Two 
Naucratzte Vases, inJHS VIII, 1887, pl. 79, 1). 

Bibi.: SIDOROVA, inSGMIIX, 1992,135-136, fig. 16. 

4-5. FRAGMENTS OF A DINOS (?). M-481 (a); M-52 VM 
XI V/10 n. 188 (b). Found in the Upper Mithridates ex-
cavation, Mt. Mithridates, Kerch (anc. Panticapaeum), 
1952. Max. dim. (a) 8 x 5 cm.; (b) 3,3 x 3,3 cm. Frag-
ment (a) rejoined from two pieces, the 1. one of which is 
charred; there are chips along the edges, signs of wear, 
small patches of peeling glaze; fragment (b) is charred,

its surface badly worn and scratched. Pale-brown clay 
without inclusions, grey in the middle of the sherd, di-
lute greyish-beige slip, brown glaze ranging from dark to 
pale-brown, purple. 

Two shoulder fragments from a dinos type vessel. 
On the outside: fragment (a) at the top there is the 

small part of tongues at the base of the neck, edged at the 
bottom by a horizontal line of dilute ginger-brown glaze. 
Below, in the shoulder frieze, the head and a neck of a 
lion have survived; the drawing of the muzzle, ear, eye 
and mane on the neck are executed with incised lines; the 
neck is painted in purple. In front of the lion a grazing 
goat was depicted, but only part of its horn has survived. 
On the background between the lion and the goat at the 
top there is a small blob-shaped rosette. Fragment (b) - 
the legs of an animal - goat or deer - and between them 
in the background a blob-shaped rosette with carelessly 
incised petals; wide horizontal stripe of glaze below. 

No glaze on the inside. 
North Ionia. 
First half of the VItI c. B.C. 
The treatment of the lion can be compared with simi-

lar figures on dinos in the Louvre from Vroulia (KINCH, 

1914, Taf. 15), on fragments from Naukratis (PRICE, in 
JHS 44, 1924, 195, fig. 24) and from Histria (LAMBRINO, 

1938, figs. 249, 251). 

Bibi.: SIDOROVA, in MIA 103, 1962, 112, fig. 3, 1. 

PLATE 3 

1. FRAGMENT OF A DINOS (?). M-234. Found in the 
Upper Mithridates excavation, Mt. Mithridates, Kerch 
(anc. Panticapaeum), 1949. Max. dim. 6,6 x 4,9 cm. Re-
joined from two pieces, chips along the edges and on 
the reverse, minor peeling of glaze, slight surface wear. 
Brownish-pink clay with only a few white inclusions, di-
lute yellowish-white slip, dark brown glaze, pale-brown 
in thin layer, purple. 

Shoulder fragment of a dinos type vessel with curved 
transition to the body. 

On the outside in the upper part there is a stripe of 
carelessly executed tongues with a horizontal glaze line 
of a slightly ginger tone below. From the shoulder frieze 
on the r., part of the figure of a goat with quite a large 
tail has survived, the buttocks are worked with a double 
incised line and a stripe of purple. To the 1. behind the 
goat there is a large blob-shaped rosette divided into six 
petals by incised lines. 

No glaze on the inside. 
North Ionia.
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First half of the VU' c. B. C. 
The use of black-figure technique for the figure of an 

animal in the upper, shoulder frieze, is typical for the 
painted decoration of large vessels (dinoi and krateres) 
from the first half of the VIA c. B.C., painted using a 
mixed technique. 

BibI.: TSVETAEVA, in MIA 56, 1957, 187, fig. 2E,5; SIDOROVA, in MIA 103, 

1962, 112, fig. 3, 2. 

2. FRAGMENT OF A DINOS (?). M-480. Found in the Up-
per Mithridates excavation, Mt. Mithridates, Kerch (anc. 
Panticapaeum), 1952. Max. dim. 8 x 8 cm. Chips along 
the edge, patches of wear, peeling glaze in a few places, 
soiling. Pinkish-brown glaze with no inclusions, greyish-
white slip, dark-brown glaze, pale brown in thin layer. 

Shoulder fragment of a large vessel of a dinos type. 
On the outside on the 1. part of a figure of a seated 

animal has survived (probably a lion) - part of the neck, 
the back and tail raised and curled in a ring. Engraving is 
used for the mane on the neck, the hair on the back, and 
a double stripe at the base of the tail; at the side there is 
a large patch of purple. On the background there are ro-
settes with four incised petals, three small, one large. To 
the r. is a small part of a glazed field framing the shoulder 
frieze in the handle zone. 

No glaze on the inside. 
North Ionia. 
First half of the VIth c. B.C. 
For parallels see number M-481 - pl. 1, 4 

Bibi.: SIDOROVA, in MIA 103, 1962, 112, fig. 3, 3. 

3. FRAGMENT OF A DINOS (?). M-615. Found in the Up-
per Mithridates excavation, Mt. Mithridates, Kerch (anc. 
Panticapaeum), 1953. Max. dim. 4,9 x 4,3 cm. Chips 
along the edges, large patches of peeling glaze and wear. 
Greyish-brown clay; dilute greyish slip, dark-brown glaze. 

Wall fragment of a large vessel of a closed type and 
with a roundish body, probably a dinos. 

On the outside bottom r. a part of the figure of a seated 
beast of prey has survived: part of the back and a raised 
tail and above (1. and r.) parts of two large blob-shaped 
rosettes. The rosette to the 1. is incised using parallel 
strokes. Traces of incised drawing can be seen on the 
back of the animal. 

No glaze on the inside. 
North Ionia. 
First half of the VIA c. B.C. 

Bibi.: SIDOROVA, in MIA 103, 1962, 113, fig. 3,5.

4. FRAGMENT OF A DINOS (?). M-486. Found in the Up-
per Mithridates excavation, Mt. Mithridates, Kerch (anc. 
Panticapaeum), 1952. Max. dim. 6,1 x 7,2 cm. Chips 
along the edges, badly worn surface, partial loss of slip, 
glaze and paint. Pinkish brown clay without inclusions, 
greyish-white slip, glaze ranging from brown-black to 
brown, purple, added greyish white. 

Wall fragment of a large dinos type vessel. 
On the outside at the top of the fragment part of a frieze 

has survived, in which on the r. the paw of a beast of prey 
can be seen turned 1. The digits on the paw are incised. To 
the 1. in front of the paw there is a small part of some kind 
of figure or possibly pattern, in the form of a ledge, which 
is also worked with incisions. Under the frieze there are 
horizontal stripes of glaze alternating with narrower lines 
of added white which has been applied partly over glaze 
and partly straight on to the clay. Between the two upper 
stripes of glaze and paint there is a stripe of purple which 
is also applied straight on to the clay. 

No glaze on the inside. 
North Ionia. 
First half of the VIth c. B.C. 

Bibi.: SIDOROVA, in MIA 103, 1962, 113, fig. 3,4. 

5. FRAGMENT OF A KRATER OR A DINOS. M-454. Found 
in the Upper Mithridates excavation, Mt. Mithriclates, 
Kerch (anc. Panticapaeum), 1952. Max. dim. 8 x 3,7 cm. 
Chips along the edges, peeling glaze, surface wear. Or-
ange-brown clay with a small amount of pale inclusions 
and small mica crystals, thick, greyish-cream slip, brown 
glaze ranging from orange to almost black, purple, added 
greyish-white. 

Rim fragment with small part of the the neck of a ves-
sel of a krater or dinos type. Flat rim outturned and quite 
wide. Low neck, flaring slightly towards the rim, sepa-
rated off from the shoulder by a small ridge. 

On the rim at the top there is a key ornament. The 
vertical side of the rim is glazed; on the inside stripes of 
glaze are applied over the slip and above these there are 
two narrow lines of added white, between which there is 
a wider band of added purple. 

North Ionia. 
First half of the VIth c. B.C. 
Similar decoration is usually found on rims of dinoi 

and krateres worked in a mixed technique, for example 
on a dinos from Vroulia (KINCH, 1914, Taf. 15). 

BibL: SIDOROVA, in MIA 103, 1962, 114 (note 145), fig. 4, 1. 

6. FRAGMENT OF AN AMPHORA. M-75 "V" VI/13, n. 
675. Found in the Eastern excavation, Mt. Mithridates,
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Kerch (anc. Panticapaeum), 1975. Max. dim. 6,5 x 5 cm. 
Chips along the edges, surface wear, peeling glaze. Pale 
brownish-pink clay without inclusions, dilute cream slip, 
orange glaze ranging from dark to paler. 

Shoulder fragment of an amphora. 
On the outside the middle part (trunk) of the figure 

of a goat running r. which had evidently fallen on to its 
forelegs has survived; under its belly there is filling orna-
ment - three concentric circles with a dot in the centre, 
surrounded by a ring of large glaze dots partly smudged 
together. The figure of the goat is depicted in outline and 
there is a reserved stripe on its belly. At the top edge of the 
fragment a small piece of the goat's curved horn is visible. 

No glaze on the inside. 
North Ionia. 
Beginning of the second quarter of the VIth c. B.C. 
Depictions of running goats, which have fallen right 

down on to their forelegs are typical for late Ionian paint-
ing. This applies especially to the Ionian group and to 
amphorae in particular. The closest parallel for this Mos-
cow fragment is provided by a fragmentary amphora 
from Berezan (Hermitage inv. B 64-12 - KOPEIKINA, in 
SGE 29, 1968, 45, ill. 2). Parallels slightly less close are a 
fragment of another Berezan vase (Hermitage inv. B 63-
49 - KOPEIKINA, in SGE 29, 1968, 45, ill. 3) and also an 
amphora from Berezan now in the Hermitage (the ex-
Levitsky collection; inv. B 4610 - RUDNEVA, in IAK 45, 
1912, 107-108, fig. 5). All these vases belong to the same 
group and date from the beginning of the second quarter 
of the Vii th c. B.C. 

BibL: SIDOROVA, in SGMIIX, 1992,133-134, fig. la . 

7. FRAGMENT OF AN AMPHORA (?). M-2. Found in the 
Stempkovsky excavation, Mt. Mithridates, Kerch (anc. 
Panticapeum), 1945. Max dim. 5 x 5,9 cm. Chips along 
the edges and on the surface, scratches and small patches 
of peeling glaze. Pale brownish-beige clay without in-
clusions, yellowish-grey slip, dark brown glaze, orange-
brown in thin layer, patchy. 

Fragment of the fiat shoulder of a large closed vessel, 
probably an amphora. 

On the outside part of the figure of a goat running r. 
has survived. Its head was turned back and the front part 
of its trunk, the foreleg, neck and the lower part of the 
head are all visible. At the bottom the shoulder frieze 
is framed with two horizontal lines of glaze. The filling 
ornaments: under the leg of the goat stretched forward 
are three glazed dots arranged in a horizontal row and in 
front of the goat is a diagonal cross with short transverse 
lines at the ends of three of its branches. 

No glaze on the inside.

North Ionia. 
First half of the VIth c. B.C. 
This is a typical example of an amphora with panel, as 

a rule with a depiction of a running or grazing goat. The 
figure is carelessly worked and is slightly out of propor-
tion (the foreleg of the animal is stretched out excessively 
far), yet the movement of the running animal still appears 
natural. 

The closest parallel is provided by the figure of a goat 
on the shoulder of an amphora from Berezan now in the 
Hermitage (Inv. B 64.12 - Borysthen-Berezan, n. 53); see 
also an amphora in Berlin (Inv. 2944 -JDI, Bd. 1, 1886, 
140); an amphora from the Taman settlement (RUDNEVA, 
in IAK 45, 1912, 107-108, fig. 3-5); fragment from Bere-
zan (KAPOSHINA, in MIA 50, 1956, 222, fig. 1) amphora-
stamnos from Berezan (T.N. KNIP0vIcH, Khuclozhestven-
naya kerarnika v goroc/akh Severnogo Prichernornorya, in 
Antichnye gorocla Severnogo Prick ernornorya, Moskva, 
1955, 358, fig. 2); amphora shoulder fragment from His-
tria (mv. B 2450 - LAMBRINO, 1938, 246-247, figs. 210-
211, n. 5). Similar running goats are found on the lid of a 
dinos (inv. B 1631-31 - LAMBRINO, 1938, 256, n. 12, figs. 
218-221). Patterns include rows of 3-4 dots, rosettes and 
dotted semi-circles and indeterminate but more precise 
crosses made up of dots. 

BibL: TSVETAEVA, in MIA 56, 1957, 186, fig. 2A, 3; SIDoRovA, in MIA 103, 
1962,108-109, fig. 1, 4.

PLATE 4 

1-3. OINOCHOE. M-485. Found in the Upper Mithri-
dates excavation (so-called "House of the Emporium"), 
Mt. Mithridates, Kerch (anc. Panticapaeum), 1952. H. 
22,5 cm.; d. of neck 10 cm.; d. of body 13,5 cm. Rejoined 
from many fragments, losses restored in plaster and 
toned, many chips and small pieces lost along the joins, 
glaze badly worn. Greyish brown clay without inclusions 
or mika crystals, pale dilute slip, brown glaze ranging 
from pale in thin layer to dark where applied thickly. 

Oinoche with a wide cylindrical neck and a roundish 
body, small ring base, double handle bent up above the 
rim. There is a sloping neck shoulder-body transition 
with a small raised line in place of the traditional ridge 
accentuated by a stripe of glaze. 

The rim is glazed and a large eyes are drawn using two 
circles with added white. The handle is glazed at the sides 
and on the outside of the handle there are horizontal 
stripes. On the neck there are diagonal crosses alternat-
ing with groups of four vertical stripes - a simplified ver-
sion of a triglyphs and metopes in frieze. On the widest
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part of the body there is a wide stripe of glaze with one 
narrow line of glaze above and two narrow lines below. 
There is another double stripe of glaze above the base 
and the outside of the ring base is also glazed. 

The main pattern is arranged in a frieze on the shoul-
der: in the centre there are three trade amphorae, sepa-
rated off from each other by three tongues. There are 
also two dotted rosettes, one on each side of the central 
amphora and near the amphorae at the side there is a row 
of small dots. Near the handle there is flower with three 
elongated petals with curved ends and on each side of 
these there is a dotted rosette; these flowers are framed 
with vertical bands and separated off from the amphorae 
on each side by two tongues. 

North Ionia, Vlasto Class. 
Second quarter of the VT'1 c. B.C. 
As regards to the technique, the shape and the painted 

decoration, vases from among the Vlasto Class (late pe-
riod) provide close parallels, characterized by vessels of 
an indistinct and bland shape and painted decoration in 
a frieze, divided up into metopes by groups of tongues 
(W. SCHIERING, Werk'stitte orientalisierencter Keramik auf 

Rhodos, Berlin, 1957, 19-25, Taf. 6 (3), 7 (2). Particularly 
close to this oinochoe is a jug from Apollonia Pontica (Iv. 
GLEBOV, Apoloniiski prinosy in Izvestiya na arkheolog-
icheskzi institut. Bulgarska Akaa'emiya naukite. Otcielenie 
za istorzya, arkheologiya I Jiiosofiya, vol. 18, 1952, 102ff., 
fig. 72a, 77). The decoration is similar but simpler - there 
is a shoulder frieze divided into three metopes, of which 
the side ones are filled with exactly the same flower depic-
tion as in the case of our vase, while the middle one con-
tains a lotus flower pointing downwards. Depictions of 
trade amphorae in the North Ionian pottery are not found 
and in this respect our oinochoe is unique. The parallels 
cited here make it possible to date it to the first half of the 
VI" c. B.C. - nearer to the middle of the century. 

Bibi.: V.D. BLAVATSKIY, Raskopki Pantikapeya v 1952 godu, in KSIIMK 58, 
1955, 75, fig. 28; D.B. SHEL0V, Antichnyi mft v Severnom Przchernomorie, Mo-
scow, 1956, 60, fig. 18; TSVETAEVA, in MIA 56, 1957, 186, fig. 1, 2; SIDOROvA, 

in MIA 103, 1962, 109-112, fig. 2;Antichnaya raspisnaya kerarnika, 9, n. 13. 

4. FRAGMENT OF AN OINOCHOE OR AMPHORA (?). 

M-472. Found in the Upper Mithridates excavation, Mt. 
Mithridates, Kerch (anc. Panticapaeum), 1952. Max. 
dim. 5 x 5,1 cm. Chips along the edges, wear and signifi-
cant loss of glaze and slip. Greyish-brown clay with small 
pale inclusions, pale-cream slip, not thick, brown glaze 
ranging from dark to pale. 

Shoulder fragment from a vessel of a closed type with 
sloping shoulder-body transition.

On the outside the shoulder frieze is edged at the bot-
tom by stripes of glaze - one narrow and the other wider. 
In the frieze a part of the pattern has survived: to the 1. a 
large rosette with a two concentric circles in centre and 
loop-shaped petals; the drawing is worked in thick Out-
lines. To the r. there are three wide tongues. 

No glaze on the inside. 
North Ionia. 
First half of the VT'1 c. B.C. 
There are no direct parallels available, but the arrange-

ment of the decoration is similar to that on an oinochoe 
inv. M-485 from Panticapaeum (see previous number). 
A rosette with outlined petals is to be found in the filling 
ornaments on an oinochoe from Kamiros in the Rhodos 
museum with a depiction of a lion and a boar and run-
ning goats on the body (inv. 12065 - CVA Rodi 2, tavv. 
6,5; 7,2; C1 Rh IV, 43, figs. 13-14). 

Bibi.: SIDOROVA, in MIA 103, 1962, 111412, fig. 1, 5. 

CHIOS 

PLATE 5 

1-2. FRAGMENT OF A CHALICE. M-725. Found in the 
New Esplanade excavation, Mt. Mithridates, Kerch (anc. 
Panticapaeum), 1956. Max. dim. 3,5 x 2,7 cm. Small 
chips along the edges, soiled surface. Greyish brown clay, 
cream slip, dark brown glaze, added white. 

Wall fragment of a wide, straight-walled chalice flaring 
slightly in the handle zone. The handle zone is decorated 
with guilloches pattern which is framed at the top with 
two narrow horizontal lines of glaze. 

On the outside part of the figure of a dog running r. 
has survived: the foreleg, neck and lower part of the head 
worked in outline. 

On the inside the fragment is glazed, with two horizon-
tal stripes of added white. 

The Animal chalice style. 
First quarter of the VIth c. B.C. 
As regards to the shape, the curve of the walls and the 

guilloches pattern in the handle zone this fragment from 
Panticapaeum is reminiscent of two large Chian chalices 
in Wurzburg (LEMOS, 1991, nos. 236, 237). 

Depictions of running dogs are to be found on a 
number of Chain vessels from the early period, for ex-
ample, the Emporio bull's head oinochoe (BOARDMAN, 

1967, 148, nos. 634, 635-651), dated to the last quarter
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of the V1'1 c. B.C. and also in a frieze on the inside of 
the Aphrodite Cup from Naukratis, now in the British 
Museum (inv. 88.6-1.456 - LEMOs, 1991, n. 252). Yet the 
way in which the dog has been executed (the paw drawn 
in silhouette) is different from the already mentioned 
parallels and would indicate a later period. The defini-
tion proposed by A. Lemos would seem appropriate: she 
included our fragment in her catalogue (Ch. 3. I. "The 
Animal chalice style." 1. Chalices. n. 671), although there 
are no direct parallels for it in that section. As regards to 
the form and type of pattern the fragment is similar to 
the group of the Berezan animal chalices (LEMOS, 1991, 
93), but this similarity is not so striking that the fragment 
should be included in that particular group. 

BibL: SID0a0vA, in MIA 103, 1962, 120, fig. 7, 1; LEM0S, 1991, n. 671 

3-4. FRAGMENT OF A CHALICE. M-1371. Found in the 
Eastern excavation, Mt. Mithridates, Kerch (anc. Panti-
capaeum), 1975. Max. dim. 9 x 8,1 cm. Small chips along 
the edges, flaking glaze, particularly on the inside. Pale 
greyish-brown clay without inclusions, thick cream slip, 
black glaze brown in thin layer, purple, added white. 

Rim and wall fragment of a chalice. 
On the outside along the rim there is a stripe of diago-

nal strokes, framed top and bottom with double lines of 
glaze. Parts of two figures of dogs facing r. have survived: 
to the 1. the head of a dog is drawn in outline, with a large 
rhomboid eye which has a large dot for the pupil in the 
centre; there are several stripes for wrinkles on the nose; 
to the r. there is the rear part of another dog - its back, 
thigh and a short triangular tale; the outline of the thigh 
on the inside is underlined by a reserved line; there are 
patches, also reserved, on the dog's body, and two dabs 
of purple on the thigh and along the back. 

On the inside the fragment is covered all over with 
glaze applied over a white coating; along the rim there is 
a wide frieze framed with one stripe of added white at the 
top and with two stripes at the bottom. From the frieze a 
luxuriant lotus flower has survived which has two point-
ed petals stretched out to the sides and outlined in white, 
a round centre edged with two white lines and with an 
additional semi-circles at each side; the middle of the pet-
als and the centre of a flower are worked with purple. At 
the 1. edge of the fragment, by the break, a small part of 
an arc has survived worked in added white, which was 
probably a trace of a rosette. Such depictions are usually 
alternated with those of lotus flowers. 

First half of the VT'1 B.C. 
There is no close parallel for our fragment among Chian 

chalices known to us. Regarding shape and the arrange-
ment of the decoration it is similar to vases without filling

ornaments brought together by A. Lemos in her "Vases 
with no filling ornaments" (LEMOS, 1991, Ch. 3, A, 125ff). 
Yet the vast majority of the chalices included in this sub-
group there are conical chalices small in size and decorated 
with one or two figures of animals or sphinxes with more 
modest decoration on the inside than that is found on our 
fragment. Figures of running dogs, which are in general 
rare in Chian painted pottery, are drawn in a similar way 
to earlier depictions (of the first quarter of the VT' 1 c. B.C.) 
in the Wild Goat style, for example, the figures of dogs 
on the inside of the Aphrodite Cup from Naukratis (Brit-
ish Museum, inv. 88.6-1.456 - LEMOS, 1991, n. 252). As 
regards to the type of vessel, the pattern along the rim and 
on the inside, and also the way in which some of the ani-
mals have been depicted following one behind the other 
on the body of the chalice, the fragment which resemble 
this one most closely is found on Berezan (Hermitage, inv. 
B 471 - LEMOS, 1991, n. 963; ILYINA, 2005, 85, n. 47). V. 
Skudnova aptly notes the similarity between the lions de-
picted on the Berezan fragments and earlier fragments of 
this kind on chalices retaining filling ornament, as for ex-
ample a fragment from Naukratis in the British Museum 
(SKUDNOVA, in Soy A, 4, 1957, 133-134; inv. 88.6-1.463 - 
LEMOS, 1991, n. 546) or a fragment from Tocra (LEMOS, 
1991, n. 611) dated to the first quarter of the VT' 1 c. B.C. 
[According to A. Lemos these vases were singled out into 
a sub-group "The Animal chalice style" in the Ch.3 "The 
Reserving Style of the sixth century", date - 600-570 B.C.). 
At the same time Y Ilyina dated the Hermitage fragment 
by 580-550 B.C. (ILYINA, 2005, 85, n. 47)]. 

Bibi.: SIDOROvA, InSGMIIX, 1992, 147, figs. 8a6. 

5. FRAGMENT OF A CHALICE. M-70 NE 96/679, pit, n. 
331. Found in the New Esplanade excavation, Mt. Mith-
ridates, Kerch (anc. Panticapacum), 1970. Max. dim. 4,8 

5,7 cm. Rejoined from fragments, chips along the edges 
and joins. Pale-brown clay without inclusions, cream 
slip, brown-black glaze. 

Wall fragment of a chalice. The fragment is slightly 
thicker in its lower part as can be seen in the break. 

On the outside two figures have survived partly: to the 
r. a figure running r. (a large part of the body, the 1. leg 
and arm have survived). The figure wears a short garment 
down to the knees which falls in folds and holds a rhyton 
in its hand bent backwards. To the 1. there is a part of an-
other figure running r., which is evidently naked: part of a 
hand stretched forward with the fingers almost touching 
the rhyton of the first figure, and a foot also stretched for-
ward. The inner drawing and the outline of the thigh of 
the left-hand figure are worked with incised lines. At the
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